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Rake it in
We have some mini-rakes avaiable for you to purchase. Help us keep the course in amazing condition as well as
have your own rake that you can keep forever!
Get yours today at the shop for only R120.

Golf is good for your child.
A game that gives them so much more.
Children today have so many ways NOT to go outside. Whether it’s TVs, PCs, tablets or smartphones; a digital world
of instant streaming and gaming options is there to keep them indoors. Golf offers your child the fun of gaming
with the added benefits of exercise and fresh air in a safe environment.

Develop their ABCs
Golf helps to develop your child’s Agility, Balance, Co-ordination and Speed. What movement experts call ‘physical
literacy’. Golf also has a much lower injury risk than other sports.

10 reasons why
Golf offers many more benefits for your child. We’ve highlighted ten of the best here.

Learn more >
Let them enjoy everything golf has to offer
Whether it’s the immediate benefits like fun, outdoor exercise and family time or long-term benefits like physical
and mental development, golf has so much to offer your child. Give them the chance to experience it all.

Ask us about junior golf

The core of our argument

Next time you’re back on a golf course, decide to experience better. Now we know what a privilege every moment,
every step, every shot, is out on the course, let’s enjoy that time to the fullest.

The Srixon Z-STAR gives you distance and feel. Here’s
how.

Watch video >

Limber for longer.
Counteract the distance dip.
The rotational capacity of your hips, back, and shoulders affects how much torque you can produce during your golf
swing. And this affects how far you can hit the ball. As we age, these areas tend to stiffen up. But with the right
stretches and exercises, we can help reduce the distance dip that comes with age.

This exercise is a great way to improve your ability to create that separation and strengthen your upper body
rotation.

Here are two great exercises to stretch out your hamstrings and loosen up your hips, back, and shoulders.

Read more >

A stronger core is just as important as flexibility for a consistent golf swing. Here are a bunch of exercises to help
you strengthen your core.

Read more >
Distance is a package deal
We’re here to help you hit it longer. That means everything from club fitting to swing coaching to golf fitness.
Whatever aspect of your golf game you’d like to ask us about, please come chat with us. We could also,

Start a conversation >
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